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ABSTRACT

Aims. Recent work has shown that major mergers of disc galaxies can only account for ∼20% of the growth of the galaxy red sequence
between z = 1 and z = 0. Our goal here is to provide merger frequencies that encompass both major and minor mergers, derived from
close pair statistics. We aim to show that reliable close pair statistics can be derived from galaxy catalogues with mixed spectroscopic
and photometric redshifts.
Methods. We use B-band luminosity- and mass-limited samples from a Spitzer/IRAC-selected catalogue of GOODS-S. We present
a new methodology for computing the number of close companions, Nc , when spectroscopic redshift information is partial. The
methodology extends the one used in spectroscopic surveys to make use of photometric redshift information. We select as close
companions those galaxies separated by 6 h−1 kpc < rp < 21 h−1 kpc in the sky plane and with a diﬀerence Δv ≤ 500 km s−1 in
redshift space.
Results. We provide Nc for four diﬀerent B-band-selected samples. It increases with luminosity, in good agreement with previous
estimations from spectroscopic surveys. The evolution of Nc with redshift is faster in more luminous samples. We provide Nc of
M ≥ 1010 M galaxies, finding that the number including minor companions (Ncm , mass ratio μ ≥ 1/10) is roughly two times the
number of major companions alone (NcM , mass ratio μ ≥ 1/3) in the range 0.2 ≤ z < 1.1. We compare the major merger rate derived
by close pairs with the one computed by morphological criteria, finding that both approaches provide similar merger rates for field
galaxies when the progenitor bias is taken into account. Finally, we estimate that the total (major+minor) merger rate is ∼1.7 times
the major merger rate.
Conclusions. Only 30% to 50% of the M ≥ 1010 M early-type (E/S0/Sa) galaxies that appear between z = 1 and z = 0 may have
undergone a major or a minor merger. Half of the red sequence growth since z = 1 is therefore unrelated to mergers.
Key words. galaxies: interactions – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation

1. Introduction
How important are galaxy mergers on the mass assembly history
of red sequence (i.e., passive early-type) galaxies? This is one of
the most challenging questions in galaxy evolution studies, one
that is motivated by both theory and observations. In the former, popular hierarchical Λ-CDM models predict that the more
massive dark matter haloes, inhabited by red-sequence galaxies,
are the final stage of successive mergers of less massive haloes.
However, the behaviour of the baryonic component is still unclear. Only with many ad-hoc ingredients can the latest models,
which include radiative cooling, star formation, and AGN and
supernova feedback, reproduce the observational trends better
(see Bower et al. 2006; De Lucia & Blaizot 2007; Stewart et al.
2009b; Hopkins et al. 2009c, and references therein). On the
other hand, N-body simulations suggest that gas-rich mergers
can produce intermediate-mass spheroidal systems (e.g., Naab &
Burkert 2003; Bournaud et al. 2005; Hopkins et al. 2008), while
dissipationless mergers can explain the more massive spheroids

(e.g., González-García & van Albada 2003; González-García &
Balcells 2005; Naab et al. 2006b). Observationally, merger remnants in the local Universe can evolve into elliptical galaxies
(Rothberg & Joseph 2006a,b). In addition, the size (Daddi et al.
2005; Trujillo et al. 2007; Buitrago et al. 2008; van der Wel et al.
2008) and velocity-dispersion (Cenarro & Trujillo 2009) evolution of massive galaxies with redshift, and the luminosity density
evolution of red sequence galaxies since z ∼ 1 (Bell et al. 2004;
Faber et al. 2007) rule out the passive-evolution hypothesis and
suggest galaxy mergers are an important process in galaxy formation and growth.
The merger fraction, fm , defined as the ratio between the
number of merger events in a sample and the total number of
sources in the same sample, is a useful observational quantity
to explore the role of mergers in the growth of the red sequence
and thus to constraint cosmological models. Many studies have
determined the merger fraction and its evolution with redshift up
to z ∼ 1, usually parametrized as fm (z) = fm (0)(1 + z)m , using
diﬀerent sample selections and methods, such as morphological
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criteria (Conselice et al. 2003, 2008, 2009; Lavery et al. 2004;
Cassata et al. 2005; Lotz et al. 2008a; Bridge et al. 2007;
Kampczyk et al. 2007; Jogee et al. 2009; López-Sanjuan et al.
2009a; Heiderman et al. 2009; Darg et al. 2010), kinematic close
companions (Patton et al. 2000, 2002; Patton & Atfield 2008;
Lin et al. 2004, 2008; De Propris et al. 2005, 2007), spatially
close pairs (Le Fèvre et al. 2000; Bundy et al. 2004, 2009; Bridge
et al. 2007; Kartaltepe et al. 2007; Hsieh et al. 2008; Bluck et al.
2009), or the correlation function (Bell et al. 2006; Masjedi et al.
2006). In these studies the value of the merger index m at redshift z  1 varies in the range m = 0–4. Λ-CDM models predict
m ∼2–3 (Kolatt et al. 1999; Governato et al. 1999; Gottlöber
et al. 2001; Fakhouri & Ma 2008) for dark matter haloes, while
suggesting a weaker evolution, m ∼ 0–2, for the galaxy merger
fraction (Berrier et al. 2006; Stewart et al. 2009a).
In this paper we study the number of close companions (Nc ∼
2 fm ) in a Spitzer/IRAC-selected catalogue of the GOODS-S area
and explore its dependence on redshift, B-band luminosity, and
stellar mass. A robust methodology for measuring Nc in spectroscopic surveys was developed by Patton et al. (2000), and we
adapt it in present paper to exploit all the available redshift information in spectro-photometric catalogues, obtaining reliable
values when compared with those from fully spectroscopic samples. In addition, work with close companions gives us useful
information about the galaxies involved in the mergers, such as
their mass ratio. Thanks to that, and taking advantage of our
new methodology, we report an estimation of the number of minor companions (stellar mass ratio 1:10) and their relation with
major companions (mass ratio higher than 1:3) for intermediate
mass galaxies (see Lotz et al. 2008a; Jogee et al. 2009, for a
morphological determination of the minor merger fraction).
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we summarize the GOODS-S data set we used, and in Sect. 3 we develop
the methodology for determining the number of companions in
spectro-photometric catalogues. Then, in Sect. 4.1 we study the
number of close companions in B-band selected samples, while
mass-selected samples are analysed in Sect. 4.2. We compare
our inferred major merger rates with those from morphological criteria in Sect. 5. We discuss the implications of our results
in Sect. 6, and in Sect. 7 we present our conclusions. We use
H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 , Ω M = 0.3, and ΩΛ = 0.7 throughout.
All magnitudes are Vega unless otherwise noted.

2. GOODS-S catalogue
We worked with the galaxy catalogue from the Great
Observatories Origins Deep Survey South (GOODS-S)1 field
by the Spitzer Legacy Team (Giavalisco et al. 2004). We
used the Version 1.0 catalogues2 and reduced mosaics in the
F435W (B435 ), F606W (V606 ), F775W (i775 ), and F850LP (z850 )
HST/ACS bands. These catalogues were cross-correlated using
a 1.5 search radius with the GOODS-S IRAC selected sample in the Rainbow cosmological database3 published in PérezGonzález et al. (2008, see also Pérez-González et al. 2005 and
Barro et al., in prep.), which provided us with spectral energy
distributions (SEDs) in the UV-to-MIR range, well-calibrated
and with reliable photometric redshifts, stellar masses, star formation rates, and rest-frame absolute magnitudes. We worked
with a Spitzer/IRAC selected catalogue in [3.4] and [4.5] filters
1

http://www.stsci.edu/science/goods/
http://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/goods/
3
http://guaix.fis.ucm.es/~pgperez/Proyectos/
ucmcsdatabase.en.html
2
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to ensure completeness in stellar mass. Although the PSF of
Spitzer/IRAC is ∼2 (Fazio et al. 2004), we were able of resolve sources with ∼1 separation (see Pérez-González et al.
2008 for details about the deblending process of Spitzer/IRAC
sources). We used this 1 separation to fix the minimum radius
when searching for close companions (Sect. 3.1).
We refer the reader to these papers for a more detailed description of the data included in the SEDs and the analysis procedure. Here, we briefly summarize the main characteristics of
the data set. The Rainbow database contains consistent aperture
photometry in several UV, optical, NIR, and MIR bands with the
method described in Pérez-González et al. (2008). The UV-toMIR SEDs were built for 4927 IRAC sources in the GOODS-S
region down to a 75% completeness magnitude [3.6] = 23.5 mag
(AB). These SEDs were fitted to stellar population and dust
emission models to obtain estimates of the photometric redshift
(zphot ), the stellar mass (M ), and the rest-frame B-band absolute
magnitude (MB ).
Rest-frame absolute B-band magnitudes were estimated for
each source by convolving the templates fitting the SED with the
transmission curve of a typical Bessel-B filter, taking the redshift
of each source into account. This procedure provided accurate
interpolated B-band magnitudes including a robustly estimated
k-correction. Stellar masses were estimated using the exponential star formation PEGASE01 models with a Salpeter (1955)
IMF, and various ages, metallicities, and dust contents (Calzetti
et al. 2000) were included. The typical uncertainties in the stellar masses are a factor of ∼2, which is typical of most stellar
population studies (see, e.g., Papovich et al. 2006; Fontana et al.
2006).
In the catalogue, ∼40% of the sources have spectroscopic
redshift (zspec ), and we rely on zphot for the other ∼60%. Because
of this, we refer to our catalogue as spectro-photometric hereafter. The median accuracy of the photometric redshifts at z <
1.5 is |zspec − zphot |/(1 + zspec ) = 0.04, with a fraction <5% of
catastrophic outliers (Pérez-González et al. 2008, Fig. B2). In
the present paper we use σzphot = σδz (1 + zphot ) as zphot error,
where σδz is the standard deviation in the distribution of the
variable δz ≡ (zphot − zspec )/(1 + zphot ), which is described by a
Gaussian well with mean μδz ∼ 0 and standard deviation σδz (see
López-Sanjuan et al. 2009a, for details). We take σδz = 0.043 for
z ≤ 0.9 sources and σδz = 0.05 for z > 0.9 sources.
Finally, we remove those sources in the catalogue within
Δz = 0.01 of the centre of the most prominent large-scale structure (LSS) in GOODS-S, located at z = 0.735 (Ravikumar et al.
2007; Rawat et al. 2008; López-Sanjuan et al. 2010). This is because the relative velocity of two galaxies located in a cluster
is representative not of the dynamical state of the pair, but of
the cluster potential, and we cannot apply the Sect. 3 methodology. For that reason, the present results are mainly refer to field
galaxies.

3. Methodology
In this section we recall the methodology developed by Patton
et al. (2000), which has been used extensively on spectroscopic
samples (Patton et al. 2000, 2002; Patton & Atfield 2008; Lin
et al. 2004, 2008; De Propris et al. 2005, 2007, 2010; de Ravel
et al. 2009). Then, we extend that methodology to use all the
available information in spectro-photometric samples, paying attention to diﬀerent bias as luminosity/mass (Sect. 3.1) and spectroscopic (Sect. 4.1.1) completeness of the samples, the border
eﬀects in redshift space and images limits (Sect. 3.5), and the
treatment of multiple systems (Sect. 3.4).
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Table 1. B-band luminosity and mass function parameters.
Sample selection
MB
M

x1
0.4
1

x2
0.4
–1

M0∗
–21.07
11.23

δ
–1.23
0.13

φ0
–2.46
–2.72

γ
–0.12
–0.56

α0
–1.30
–1.22

ψ
0
–0.041

Notes. See Eq. (5) for details about the meaning of each parameter.

3.1. Close pair statistics in spectroscopic samples

The linear distance between two sources can be obtained from
their projected separation, rp = θdA (zi ), and their rest-frame relative velocity along the line of sight, Δv = c |zl − zi |/(1+zi ), where
zi and zl are the redshift of the primary (more luminous/massive
galaxy in the pair) and secondary galaxy, respectively; θ is the
angular separation, in arcsec, of the two galaxies on the sky
plane; and dA (z) is the angular scale, in kpc/arcsec, at redshift z.
Two galaxies are defined as a close pair if rpmin < rp ≤ rpmax and
Δv ≤ Δvmax . The lower limit in rp is imposed to avoid identifying
bright star-forming regions of the primary galaxy as close companions. Common limits are rpmin = 5 h−1 kpc, rpmax = 20 h−1 kpc,
and Δvmax = 500 km s−1 . With these constraints 50%–70% of
the selected close pairs will finally merge (Patton et al. 2000;
Patton & Atfield 2008; Lin et al. 2004; Bell et al. 2006). We
used the same limit in velocity but slightly diﬀerent rp limits:
rpmin = 6 h−1 kpc and rpmax = 21 h−1 kpc. First, the minimum
distance for which we are able to resolve two separate sources
in our catalogue is 1 (Sect. 2), which corresponds to ∼8.5 kpc
(6 h−1 kpc) in our cosmology at the minimum of the function
dA (z). This confusion limit fixes the value of rpmin . Second, we
imposed rpmax − rpmin = 15 h−1 kpc. This condition comes from
the study of Bell et al. (2006). They find that the merger fraction
is proportional to the radial range under study, so we kept the
15 h−1 kpc range used widely in the literature.
To compute close pairs we defined a primary and a secondary
sample. The primary sample contains the more luminous source
of the pair, and we looked for those galaxies in the secondary
sample that fulfil the close pair criterion for each galaxy of the
primary sample.
If we work with B-band luminosity-selected samples, the
primary sample comprises the galaxies in the catalogue with
sel
MB,up < MB ≤ MB,1
, while the secondary comprises MB,up <
sel
MB ≤ MB,2 galaxies, where MB,up is an upper limit in luminosity to avoid the diﬀerent clustering properties of the most lumisel
sel
nous galaxies (Patton et al. 2000). In every case, MB,2
≥ MB,1
.
If we work with mass-selected samples, primary sample comsel
sel
prises M,1
≤ M sources, and secondary comprises M,2
≤ M
sel
sel
sources. In this case, M,2 ≤ M,1 . With the previous definitions
the number of companions (Nc ) per primary galaxy is
Nc =

N1
1 
Ni ,
N1 i c

(1)

where N1 is the number of sources in the primary sample, and
Nci the number of galaxies of the secondary sample that fulfil the
close pair criterion for the primary galaxy i. Equation (1) is valid
for volume-limited samples, but we work with luminosity/masslimited samples. To avoid incompleteness eﬀects, Patton et al.
(2000) define the function
 MB,lim (z)
Φ(MB , z)dMB
MB,up
S N (z) =  sel
,
(2)
MB
Φ(M
,
z)dM
B
B
M
B,up

where MB,lim (z) is the limiting magnitude of the catalogue at redsel
sel
shift z, MBsel = MB,1
[MB,2
] is the selection magnitude of the primary [secondary] sample, and Φ(MB , z) is the luminosity function in the B-band at redshift z. The definition of the function
S N (z) for a mass-limited sample is similar (see Ryan et al. 2008,
for details), and we take S N (z) = 1 when MBsel ≤ MB,lim (z), or
Msel ≥ M,lim (z). The limiting MB magnitude was determined in
López-Sanjuan et al. (2009b):
MB,lim (z) = −13.78 − 12.66z + 11.18z2 − 3.74z3,

(3)

defined as the third quartile in MB distribution at each redshift
(Pérez-González et al. 2008). With this definition, the catalogue
is complete for galaxies brighter than MB = −19.5 up to z ∼ 1.3.
The limiting mass was defined in Pérez-González et al. (2008)
as the 75% completeness of the catalogue for passively evolving
galaxies, and can be parametrized in the range of interest as
M,lim (z) = 9.47z1/8 M .

(4)

With this definition the catalogue is complete for galaxies more
massive than M = 6 × 109 M up to z ∼ 1.3.
We parametrize the luminosity/mass function in Eq. (2) with
a Schechter function:
x1 ln(10)φ∗ (z)

1+α(z)


∗
∗
exp −10 x2(M (z)−M) ,
× 10 x2(M (z)−M)

Φ(M, z) =

(5)

where M = MB or M , log10 (φ∗ (z)/Mpc−3 ) = φ0 + γ(z − 0.5),
M ∗ (z) = M0∗ + δ(z − 0.5), α(z) = α0 + ψ(z − 0.5), and x1 and
x2 are constants to obtain the right normalization of the luminosity/mass function. We obtain the B-band luminosity function
parameters from Faber et al. (2007), while mass function parameters from Pérez-González et al. (2008). For clarity we summarize all these parameters in Table 1.
Finally, and following Patton et al. (2000), the number of
companions normalized to a volume-limited sample is


 N1 
S N (zi ) l S N (zl )−1
i
Nc =
,
(6)
 N1
i S N (zi )
where the index l covers all the close companions of the primary
galaxy i.
3.2. Close pair statistics in spectro–photometric samples

The main problem in close pair studies with photometric samples is to constrain the redshift space condition. For example,
the Δv ≤ 500 km s−1 condition at zi ∼ 0.7 implies |zl − zi | ≡
Δz ≤ 0.0045. This condition is ∼15 times less than the typical
zphot error at that redshift in our catalogue, σzi ∼ 0.07. When one
or both galaxies in a close spatial pair have photometric redshift,
we therefore cannot apply the methodology in Sect. 3.1. To date
a few works have used photometric catalogues to determine pair
statistics: Kartaltepe et al. (2007) and Bundy et al. (2009) tackle
the problem using a projection correction calculated in random
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samples on the plane of the sky, but keeping the redshift information of the sources. Hsieh et al. (2008) redefine the velocity
criterion to Δz = 2.5σzi and apply a conventional projection correction. Finally, Ryan et al. (2008) also redefine the redshift criterion to Δz = 2σzi , but no projection correction is applied. In
this paper we present a new approximation to determine close
pairs in spectro-photometric samples based on the methodology
of Patton et al. (2000) and other previous photometric works.
We use the following procedure to define a close pair system:
first we search for close spatial companions of a primary galaxy,
with redshift z1 and uncertainty σz1 , assuming that the galaxy is
located at z1 − 2σz1 . This defines the maximum θ possible for
a given rpmax in the first instance. If we find a secondary galaxy
with redshift z2 and uncertainty σz2 in the range rp ≤ rpmax and
with a given luminosity/mass with respect to the primary galaxy,
then we study both galaxies in redshift space. For convenience,
we assume below that every primary galaxy has, at most, one
close companion in the secondary sample. In this case, our two
galaxies could be a close pair in the redshift range

where Ncj is analogous to Nci in Eq. (1).
The definition of function ν j in Eq. (10) is general, and we
can find four diﬀerent cases in our spectro-photometric samples:

[z− , z+ ] = [z1 − 2σz1 , z1 + 2σz1 ] ∩ [z2 − 2σz2 , z2 + 2σz2 ].

1. Primary and secondary galaxies have zspec . In this case ν j is

−

(7)

+

are distributed in redshift space. The integral in Eq. (10) spans
those redshifts in which the secondary galaxy has Δv ≤ Δvmax
for a given redshift of the primary galaxy.
With previous definitions, the number of companions per primary galaxy in the interval zr,k = [zk , zk+1 ] is
  zk+1
ν j (z1 ) dz1
j z
Nc,k =   zk+1k
,
(14)
Pi (zi | ηi ) dzi
i z
k

where the index k spans the redshift intervals defined over the
redshift range under study. If we integrate over the whole redshift space, zr = [0, ∞], Eq. (14) becomes
 j
j Nc
Nc =
,
(15)
N1

Because of variation in the range [z , z ] of the function dA (z),
a sky pair at z1 − 2σz1 might not be a pair at z1 + 2σz1 . We thus
impose the condition rpmin < rp ≤ rpmax at all z ∈ [z− , z+ ], and
redefine this redshift interval if the sky pair condition is not satisfied at every redshift. After this, our two galaxies define the
close pair system j in the redshift interval [z−j , z+j ], where the index j covers all the close pair systems in the sample.
The next step is to define the number of companions associated at each close pair system j. For this, we suppose in the
following that a galaxy i in whatever sample is described in redshift space by a probability distribution Pi (zi | ηi ), where zi is the
source’s redshift and ηi are the parameters that define the distribution. If the source i has a photometric redshift, we assume that

where zspec,1 is the spectroscopic redshift of the more luminous/massive galaxy in the close pair. With this definition, ν j
is not zero only at zspec,1 . If all galaxies in the sample have
zspec , Eq. (15) is equivalent to Eq. (1). These systems provide
j
Nc = 2 companions in Eq. (15).
2. The primary galaxy has zspec and the secondary zphot .
Replacing the corresponding distributions of probability in
Eq. (10) we obtain
 z+m
ν j (z1 ) = C j δ(z1 − zspec,1 )
PG (z2 | zphot,2 , σzphot,2 ) dz2 . (17)

Pi (zi | ηi ) = PG (zi | zphot,i , σzphot,i )
⎫
⎧
2⎪
⎪
⎪
1
⎬
⎨ (zi − zphot,i ) ⎪
exp ⎪
= √
,
−
⎪
⎪
⎪
2
⎭
⎩
2σ
2πσzphot,i
zphot,i

As in the previous case, ν j is not zero only at zspec,1 . These
j
systems provide Nc ∼ 1 companions in Eq. (15).
3. The primary galaxy has zphot and the secondary zspec . In this
case Eq. (10) becomes

(8)

while if the source has a spectroscopic redshift
Pi (zi | ηi ) = PD (zi | zspec,i ) = δ(zi − zspec,i ),

z−m

where z1 ∈ [z−j , z+j ], the integration limits are
(11)
(12)

the subindex 1 [2] refers to the primary [secondary] galaxy in j
system, and the constant C j normalizes the function to the total
number of galaxies in the interest range
 z+
 z+
j
j
Ncj =
P1 (z1 | ηi ) dz1 +
P2 (z2 | η2 ) dz2 ·
(13)
z−j

z−j

Note that ν j = 0 if z1 < z−j or z1 > z+j . The function ν j (Eq. (10))
tells us how the number of close companions in the system j, Ncj ,
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(16)

z−m

ν j (z1 ) = C j PG (z1 | zphot,1 , σzphot,1 ).
(9)

where δ(x) is delta’s Dirac function. With this distribution we are
able to statistically treat all the available information in z space
and define the number of companions at redshift z1 in system j as
 z+m
ν j (z1 ) = C j P1 (z1 | η1 )
P2 (z2 | η2 ) dz2 ,
(10)

z−m = z1 (1 − Δvmax /c) − Δvmax /c,
z+m = z1 (1 + Δvmax /c) + Δvmax /c,

ν j (z1 ) = 2 × δ(z1 − zspec,1 ),

Function ν j (z1 ) is nonzero in the range


zspec,2 − Δvmax /c zspec,2 + Δvmax /c
,
.
1 + Δvmax /c
1 − Δvmax /c

(18)

(19)

This interval is imposed by the secondary galaxy, and spans
those redshifts of the primary galaxy in which the secondary
fulfils the condition Δv ≤ Δvmax . As in the previous case,
these systems provide Ncj ∼ 1 companions in Eq. (15).
4. Primary and secondary galaxies have zphot . In this case the
function ν j is
ν j (z1 ) = C j PG (z1 |zphot,1 , σzphot,1 )
 z+m
×
PG (z2 | zphot,2 , σzphot,2 ) dz2 .
z−m

(20)

The main diﬀerence between this approach and, for example, the one in Ryan et al. (2008) is that we use the probability distributions of the photometric redshifts to weight
j
the number of companions in each system, Nc , and to minimize projection eﬀects. To illustrate how the weight process
works, we show three examples in Fig. 1. In all these cases,
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the primary galaxy has zphot,1 = 0.6 and σzphot,1 = 0.03. In
the panel (a), the secondary galaxy has zphot,2 = 0.63 and
σzphot,2 = 0.03. With these values the function ν j is symmetric and not zero at [z−j , z+j ] = [0.57, 0.66]. The integral of
the function ν j over the redshift space gives us the number
of companions in the system, which is Ncj = 1.64. In the
panel (b) we increase the redshift of the secondary galaxy
to zphot,2 = 0.68 and keep its previous error. In this example
the function ν j is nonzero at [z−j , z+j ] = [0.62, 0.66], a narrower range than in the previous case. Because of this, the
number of companions in this system is only Ncj = 0.46.
Finally, in the panel (c) we keep the previous redshift of
the secondary and increase its error to σzphot,2 = 0.06. In
this case, the function ν j is not symmetric and not zero at
[z−j , z+j ] = [0.56, 0.66], a similar range to the one in the
panel (a). However, the secondary galaxy is more extended
in redshift space, and the number of companions is lower,
Ncj = 1.23.
The last step involves normalizing our results to volumelimited samples, by applying the S N function (Eq. (2)),
 z+m
ν j (z1 ) = C j S N (z1 )P1 (z1 | η1 )
S N (z2 )−1 P2 (z2 | η2 ) dz2 , (21)
z−m

while the final number of companions is
  zk+1
ν j (z1 ) dz1
j z
Nc,k =   zk+1 k
,
S N (zi ) Pi (zi | ηi ) dzi
i z

(22)

k

In order to estimate the error of Nc,k we use the jackknife technique (Efron 1982). We compute partial standard deviations, δ j ,
for each system j by taking the diﬀerence between the measured
Nc,k and the same quantity with the jth pair removed for the samj
j
, such that δ j = Nc,k − Nc,k
. For a sample with N systems,
ple, Nc,k

2
the variance is given by σNc,k = [(N − 1) j δ2j ]/N.
3.3. Testing the method in a local, volume-limited sample

We tested that our new methodology is able to statistically recover the number of companions in a spectroscopic survey from
a photometric one. For this, we study Nc in the Millennium
Galaxy Catalogue (MGC4 , Liske et al. 2003). This survey comprises 10 095 galaxies with BMGC < 20 over 37.5 deg2 , with
a spectroscopic completeness of 96% (Driver et al. 2005).
De Propris et al. (2007) use the MGC to study the number of
companions in a volume-limited sample (0.01 < z < 0.123,
−21 ≤ MB − 5 log h ≤ −18, N = 3183 sources), obtaining
NcMGC = 0.035 ± 0.004 for rpmin = 0 and rpmax = 20 h−1 kpc
(see also De Propris et al. 2005). We used this volume-limited
sample in the present test. In addition, the MGC area had been
observed by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS5 , AdelmanMcCarthy et al. 2006), so every galaxy in the sample also has
a photometric redshift. Comparing the zspec ’s from MGC with
the zphot ’s from SDSS, we obtained σzphot = 0.02. We take this
uncertainty as representative of SDSS photometric redshifts.
We defined fspec as the fraction of the sample’s sources with
spectroscopic redshift. The MGC sample has fspec = 1, while the
SDSS sample has fspec = 0. To test our method at intermediate
fspec and for diﬀerent σzphot , we assigned a zphot to N(1 − fspec )
4
5

http://eso.org/~jliske/mgc/
http://sdss.org/

Fig. 1. Probability distributions in redshift space of a primary galaxy
(back solid line), a secondary galaxy (black dashed line), and the function ν j /2 of the system (grey area). In all panels the primary galaxy has
zphot,1 = 0.6 and σzphot,1 = 0.03. The secondary galaxy has zphot,2 = 0.63
and σzphot,2 = 0.03 in panel a), zphot,2 = 0.68 and σzphot,2 = 0.03 in
panel b), and zphot,2 = 0.68 and σzphot,2 = 0.06 in panel c). The number
of close companions in each system, Ncj , is labelled in the panels.

random sources of the MGC sample, as drawn for a Gaussian
distribution (Eq. (8)) with median zspec and a given σzphot . Then
we measured
ΔNc ( fspec , σzphot ) =

Nc ( fspec , σzphot )
,
Nc (1, 0)

(23)

where Nc ( fspec , σzphot ) is the number of companions in a random
sample for a given fspec and σzphot , and Nc (1, 0) is the number
of companions in the initial spectroscopic sample. We measured
ΔNc for fspec = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and σzphot = 0.01, 0.02, 0.03.
For each parameter combination, we repeated the process in
ten diﬀerent random catalogues and averaged the values. We
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Table 2. Number of companions in random samples in units of that in
the spectroscopic MGC sample, ΔNc .
fspec
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8

σzphot = 0.01
1.04 ± 0.13
0.92 ± 0.12
0.89 ± 0.12
0.90 ± 0.12
0.91 ± 0.12

σzphot = 0.02
1.24 ± 0.12
1.06 ± 0.13
0.93 ± 0.12
0.93 ± 0.12
0.96 ± 0.12

σzphot = 0.03
1.36 ± 0.14
1.19 ± 0.12
1.03 ± 0.13
0.95 ± 0.12
0.96 ± 0.12

photometric redshift errors smaller than σmax
zphot or spectroscopic
min
completeness higher than fspec . For example, in our local test
min
we find σmax
zphot = 0.01, while fspec depends on the photometric
redshift errors. These limits are not applicable to the GOODS-S
catalogue because of the diﬀerent galaxy number densities (e.g.,
the MGC volume-limited sample contains three clusters, Driver
et al. 2005; while we remove the most prominent LSS in
GOODS-S, see Sect. 2) or the diﬀerent search areas in the sky
plane, which decreases by a factor of 15 from z = 0.1 to z = 0.7
for the same physical area. Photometric redshifts errors in our
GOODS-S catalogue are typically σzphot > 0.05, while fspec  0.4
(see Sect. 4.1.1). Our first step is therefore to compare our results
at 0.2 ≤ z < 1.1 with those from spectroscopic samples to ensure that we can obtain reliable Nc values from the GOODS-S
catalogue. We perform this comparison in Sects. 3.4 and 4.1.
3.4. Number of companions as a function of rmax
p

Fig. 2. ΔNc vs. fspec for three diﬀerent values of the photometric redshift uncertainty, σzphot = 0.03 (triangles; oﬀset –0.05 for clarity), 0.02
(circles), and 0.01 (squares; oﬀset +0.05 for clarity). We also show the
value from MGC spectroscopic sample ( fspec = 1; white pentagon and
black solid line) and its 68% confidence interval (black dashed lines).
The black star is the value obtained with the photometric redshifts of
MGC galaxies from SDSS ( fspec = 0).

summarize the results in Table 2 and show them in Fig. 2. We
find that
– When we only have spectroscopic information, we obtain
the same number of companions as De Propris et al. (2007),
Nc (1, 0) = 0.035 ± 0.004. This implies that our methodology
is equivalent to those used in spectroscopic samples when
fspec = 1, as we hoped.
– When we only have photometric information, our method
recovers the initial number of companions (Fig. 2) within
error bars where the photometric redshift errors are small
(σzphot = 0.01). On the other hand, the method overestimates
the number of companions for σzphot = 0.02 and 0.03. This
implies that we need small photometric redshift errors to
avoid projection eﬀects if only photometric information is
available.
– If we use the measured zphot ’s of MGC sources from SDSS
instead of the spectroscopic ones, the number of companions
is higher than expected (NcSDSS = 0.041) and agrees with that
from random samples with σzphot = 0.02; that is, our random
samples are representative of the observational ones, and we
can use them to explore ΔNc at intermediate values of fspec .
– When our observational errors are not small enough, we
need to increase fspec to obtain reliable Nc values (Fig. 2).
That fixes the redshift of N fspec galaxies, and we use the
photometric information to minimize projection eﬀects. The
higher the photometric redshift errors, the higher fspec must
be to obtain reliable results. In this test we need fspec  0.4
for σzphot = 0.03 and fspec  0.2 for σzphot = 0.02.
Summarizing, our new methodology is able to provide reliable Nc values from spectro-photometric catalogues for either
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In this section we use the methodology developed in Sect. 3.2
to studying the variation in Nc with rpmax . This is a consistency
test of our method because Nc ∝ rp3−γ (Patton et al. 2002; Lin
et al. 2008; de Ravel et al. 2009), where γ is the exponent in the
correlation function, ξ(r) ∝ (r0 /r)γ . The γ values in the literature
are consistent with γ ∼ 1.7 (e.g., Le Fèvre et al. 2005), so we
expect Nc ∝ rp1.3 .
In this test we define two samples: one comprises all the
galaxies in our catalogue with −22 < MB ≤ −19 and 0.2 <
z ≤ 1.1, named Gphot , while another comprises only the galaxies of Gphot with zspec , named Gspec . We take these two samples
as primary and secondary, and we do not impose any diﬀerence
in luminosity between both galaxies when searching for close
companions. We vary rpmax from 20 h−1 kpc to 70 h−1 kpc in
5 h−1 kpc steps, and include the radius 21 h−1 kpc. In all cases
we use rpmin = 6 h−1 kpc.
When we increase the radius of search, we start to find two or
more secondary galaxies close to each primary galaxy. We treat
these multiple systems with two diﬀerent approaches:
1. We study all the possible pairs as independent systems; that
is, in a multiple system that comprises the galaxies A, B, and
C; we study the subsystems A-B, A-C, and B-C.
2. We only study the most massive pair, that is, the one with the
lowest diﬀerence in luminosity/mass between the primary
and the secondary galaxies. If this spatial pair is not a close
pair in redshift space, we study the next more representative
pair, and so on.
We applied approach 1 to the Gspec sample, while applying both
to the Gphot sample, called Gphot,1 and Gphot,2 , respectively. We
did this because approach 1 can fail in the Gphot sample owing
to the high uncertainties in zphot , making a projection correction
necessary, but this is not the case if all the sources in the sample
have zspec . Approach 2 is more conservative and we can miss, for
example, a minor companion of a galaxy with a major one, but
mitigate the contamination by projection eﬀects. We summarize
the results in both Table 3 and Fig. 3. Fitting a power-law funcq
tion to the data, Nc ∝ rp , we obtained q = 1.65 in the Gphot,1
case, q = 1.32 in the Gphot,2 case, and q = 1.21 in the Gspec,1
case. We see that
– The trends obtained in the Gspec,1 and Gphot,2 cases agree with
the expected q ∼ 1.3; however, the value of q in the Gphot,1
case is higher than expected, reflecting the increased contamination by projection eﬀects when the search area increases.
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Table 3. Number of companions as a function of rpmax for approaches 1
(independent pairs) and 2 (more representative pair) in the multiplesystem treatment.
rpmax
( h−1 kpc)
20
21
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70

Nc (0.2 ≤ z < 1.1, −22 < MB ≤ −19)
Gphot,1
0.049 ± 0.006
0.056 ± 0.006
0.081 ± 0.007
0.112 ± 0.008
0.148 ± 0.009
0.186 ± 0.009
0.217 ± 0.009
0.248 ± 0.009
0.290 ± 0.009
0.326 ± 0.008
0.367 ± 0.008
0.399 ± 0.008

Gphot,2
0.049 ± 0.006
0.056 ± 0.006
0.077 ± 0.007
0.101 ± 0.008
0.128 ± 0.008
0.152 ± 0.009
0.169 ± 0.009
0.190 ± 0.009
0.219 ± 0.009
0.231 ± 0.009
0.251 ± 0.009
0.257 ± 0.009

Gspec,1
0.028 ± 0.008
0.030 ± 0.008
0.038 ± 0.009
0.048 ± 0.010
0.060 ± 0.011
0.065 ± 0.012
0.075 ± 0.013
0.088 ± 0.013
0.098 ± 0.014
0.103 ± 0.014
0.117 ± 0.015
0.136 ± 0.016

– For a given rpmax , one expects that Nc ∝ ng , where ng is
the number of galaxies in the sample (Lin et al. 2008); in
our case, ng (Gspec ) = 0.47ng(Gphot ), so we can predict the
expected number of companions in the Gphot sample from
the obtained in the Gspec,1 (Fig. 3). We see that the expected
number is in excellent agreement with the Gphot,2 number of
companions. This implies that our methodology is able to recover statistically, from the GOODS-S spectro-photometric
sample, the same Nc that in a fully spectroscopic one, as we
hoped (see also Sects. 3.3 and 4.1.1).
– The number of companions at rpmax < 25 h−1 kpc in the
Gphot,1 and Gphot,2 cases are the same. This implies that projection eﬀects start to be important at rpmax  30 h−1 kpc.
In this section we have applied our new methodology to the
GOODS-S catalogue with positive results, and in the following we use approach 2 to treat multiple systems. Note that 47%
of the Gphot sources have zspec . We study how the spectroscopic
completeness of the sample aﬀect our results in Sect. 4.1.1 (see
also Sect 3.3).
3.5. Border effects in redshift and in the sky plane

When we search for a primary source companion, we define a
volume in the sky plane-redshift space. If the primary source is
near the boundaries of the survey, a fraction of the search volume lies outside of the eﬀective volume of the survey. To account for this, we use a correction factor fb , the fraction of the
area π[(rpmax )2 − (rpmin )2 ] around the primary galaxy that lies in
the survey area. This factor is positive and depends on z because
the projected distance in the sky is function of primary source
redshift. We studied how this factor aﬀects the previous section
results, finding that border eﬀects are representative (i.e., 1σ discrepancy) only at rpmax  70 h−1 kpc.
We avoid the redshift incompleteness by including in the
samples not only the sources inside the redshift range under
study, but also those sources with zi +2σi > 0.2 and zi −2σi < 1.1
(see Sects. 3.4 and 4.1). This implies that our samples comprise
sources with z ∈ [0.1, 1.3).

Fig. 3. Number of companions vs. rpmax for galaxies with −22 < MB ≤
−19 and 0.2 < z ≤ 1.1. Black dots are obtained using approach 1 in
the multiple-system treatment (Gphot,1 ), while white dots are from approach 2 (Gphot,2 , see text for details). White squares are from approach
1 over sources with spectroscopic redshift (Gspec,1 ). The black solid line
is the best power-law fit, Nc ∝ rpq , to the Gspec,1 data, grey dashed line
to the Gphot,1 data, and grey solid line to the Gphot,2 data. The exponent
of the fits is labelled in the figure. The black dashed line is the expected
number of companions in the Gphot sample, derived from Gspec,1 data.

4. Results
4.1. Number of close companions in B-band
luminosity-selected samples

In this section we study the number of companions as a function
of z and MB . For this, we define three luminosity-selected samples, −22 < MB ≤ −20, −22 < MB ≤ 19.5, and −22 < MB ≤ 19,
and study Nc in two redshift ranges, named zr,1 = [0.2, 0.65)
and zr,2 = [0.65, 1.1). We chose these redshift ranges to ensure
good statistics in our study. In addition, we take the three previous luminosity-selected samples as primary and secondary, and
do not impose any limit in primary to secondary luminosity ratio. We apply the same luminosity selections and search parameters to the MGC sample described in Sect. 3.3 to obtain consistent data points at z = 0.092. We summarize our results with
those from previous spectroscopic studies in literature in Table 4
and show them in Fig. 4. We find that our results from spectrophotometric samples are in excellent agreement with those from
fully spectroscopic ones when similar search parameters (i.e.,
luminosity selection and radius range) are applied.
The dependence of Nc on z can be parametrized with a
power-law function,
Nc (z) = Nc (0)(1 + z)m .

(24)

The least-squares fits of Eq. (24) to the data are summarized in
Table 5. We find that the number of companions evolves faster
for more luminous galaxies. The index m decreases from m =
2.5 ± 0.1 for MB < −20 galaxies to m = 1.6 ± 0.4 for MB < −19
galaxies. This trend is well described as m ∝ (−0.8 ± 0.4) × MBsel.
On the other hand, Nc (0) increases when luminosity decreases,
in agreement with Patton et al. (2000, 2002); and Lin et al.
(2004) results. These trends also agree with those predicted by
the cosmological model of Khochfar & Burkert (2001).
In the near universe (z ∼ 0.1), Patton & Atfield (2008) study
the dependence of Nc on r-band luminosity in an SDSS sample.
They find a nearly constant value over the range −22 < Mr <
−18 for rpmin = 5 h−1 kpc and rpmax = 20 h−1 kpc close companions, Nc = 0.021 ± 0.001, in contrast to our measured evolution
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Table 4. Number of companions in B-band luminosity-selected samples.
Reference
Present work (GOODS-S)
Present work (MGC)
Patton et al. (2000)a
Patton et al. (2002)b
Lin et al. (2004)c
Lin et al. (2008)c

z
0.425
0.875
0.092
0.015
0.297
0.1
0.6
1.1
0.077
0.48
0.85

−22 < MB ≤ −20
0.022 ± 0.013
0.041 ± 0.010
0.011 ± 0.004
0.008 ± 0.002
0.014 ± 0.003
...
...
0.049 ± 0.013
...
...
0.040 ± 0.005

−22 < MB ≤ −19.5
0.029 ± 0.010
0.057 ± 0.009
0.024 ± 0.005
0.012 ± 0.003
0.023 ± 0.006
...
0.036 ± 0.011
...
...
0.036 ± 0.005
...

−22 < MB ≤ −19
0.036 ± 0.009
0.064 ± 0.008
0.034 ± 0.005
0.019 ± 0.004
0.035 ± 0.008
0.024 ± 0.010
...
...
0.031 ± 0.004
...
...

Notes. (a) Original data are obtained with h = 1. (b) Original data are obtained with h = 1 and MBe (z) = MB − z sample selection. (c) We use the
Eq. (24) parameters provide for −21 < MBe (z) (AB) ≤ −19 galaxies, where MBe (z) = MB − Qz, with Q = 1 in Lin et al. (2004) and Q = 1.3 in Lin
et al. (2008). The search radius is 10h−1 < rp ≤ 30 h−1 kpc, so we multiply their values by 3/4 to normalize their results at 15 h−1 kpc (from the
correlation funtion study of Bell et al. 2006).

Fig. 4. Number of companions vs. redshift for diﬀerent B-band luminosity selections: panel a) for −22 < MB ≤ −20 galaxies, panel b) for
−22 < MB ≤ −19.5 galaxies, panel c) for −22 < MB ≤ −19 galaxies, and panel d) for −22 < MBe (AB) ≤ −19 galaxies (see text for details).
Symbols are the number of companions from this work (GOODS-S, white squares; MGC, white triangles), Patton et al. (2000, dark grey squares),
Patton et al. (2002, dark grey circles), Lin et al. (2004, light grey circles), and Lin et al. (2008, light grey triangles). Errors bars in z axis show
the redshift range spans for each point. Black solid lines in all the panels are the best least-squares fit of a power-law function to the data. The
parameters of the fit are in each panel. Black dashed line in panel d) is the power-law parametrization provide by Lin et al. (2008) with m = 0.4.
To facilitate comparison, the scales are the same in all the panels.

with luminosity of Nc (0). However, they only account for major companions (ΔMr = 0.75), while we do not impose any luminosity constraint. This implies that we are sensitive to minor
companions, more numerous than major (see Sect. 4.2), in the
lower luminosity sample, that lead to an increase in Nc . On
the other hand, de Ravel et al. (2009) measure the evolution of
the major merger fraction (ΔMB = 1.5) in the VIMOS-VLT
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Deep Survey (VVDS6 , Le Fèvre et al. 2005) up to z ∼ 1, finding
that the index m is lower in more luminous samples, an opposite
trend to what we find. This discrepancy can be explained again
by the diﬀerent definition of companion: we lose major companions near the selection luminosity, but gain the minor ones of
6
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Table 5. Fit parameters of the function Nc (z) = Nc (0)(1+z)m to the data.
Sample selection
−22 < MB ≤ −20
−22 < MB ≤ −19.5
−22 < MB ≤ −19

Nc (0)
0.008 ± 0.001
0.014 ± 0.002
0.023 ± 0.003

Table 6. Number of companions for −21 < MBe (AB)  −19 galaxies.

m
2.5 ± 0.1
2.2 ± 0.3
1.6 ± 0.4

the more luminous galaxies. These two examples point out that
similar definitions of companion are needed to compare results
from diﬀerent studies and surveys.
Lin et al. (2008) study the evolution of Nc at 0 < z < 1.2 from
∼35 000 spectroscopic sources, finding Nc (0) = 0.031 ± 0.004
and m = 0.4 ± 0.2, a low value that is incompatible with those
in the present work. However, Lin et al. (2008) galaxies have
−21 < MBe (z)(AB) ≤ −19, where MBe (z) = MB − 1.3z, a diﬀerent
selection than ours. To explore whether this can be the origin
of the discrepancy in m value, as suggested by Kartaltepe et al.
(2007), we mimic the Lin et al. (2008) selection in the literature
and in present work as close as possible. In the latter, the Lin
et al. (2008) selection at z = 0.425 is MB  −19.5 and is MB 
−20 at z = 0.875. We summarize the data in Table 6 and show
them in the panel (d) of Fig. 4. We obtain m = 0.7 ± 0.4, a low
value compatible with the Lin et al. (2008) result: the selection
of the sample is a key issue in determining m, and must be taken
into account when one compares diﬀerent works. Finally, the
models of Berrier et al. (2006) predict m = 0.4−1.0, in good
agreement with our result.
4.1.1. Dependence on the spectroscopic completeness
of the sample

In previous section we show that our methodology provides reliable Nc values, compatible with those obtained in fully spectroscopic samples, from GOODS-S spectro-photometric samples.
As we show in Sect. 3.3, this can stem from either i) small photometric redshift errors or ii) enough spectroscopic completeness.
The −22 < MB ≤ −20 sample has fspec = 0.54, where fspec is
the fraction of sources with zspec in the sample, the −22 < MB ≤
−19.5 sample has fspec = 0.49, and the −22 < MB ≤ −19 sample has fspec = 0.42. This means that our methodology works at
least for fspec  0.4 samples. To check that photometric redshift
errors in GOODS-S catalogue are small enough to skip spectroscopic information, we repeat the study in the previous section
but using zphot for all the sources, although some have zspec (i.e.,
fspec = 0). Unfortunately, we obtain higher values of Nc than expected. This implies (i) that we need fspec  0.4 in the current
GOODS-S samples to avoid an overestimation in Nc because of
projection eﬀects and (ii) that lower σδz are needed in order to
apply our methodology to fspec = 0 catalogues up to z ∼ 1 (e.g.,
the COSMOS7 survey, where σδz ∼ 0.01, Ilbert et al. 2009).
4.2. Number of close companions in mass-selected samples

In this section we study the number of major and minor comsel
/M ) = 10. As
panions of primary galaxies with log(M,1
in previous sections, we define two redshift ranges, named
7
Cosmological Evolution Survey, Scoville et al. 2007 (http://
cosmos.astro.caltech.edu/index.html).

Reference
Lin et al. (2004)
Lin et al. (2008)
Patton et al. (2000)
Present work (MGC)
Patton et al. (2002)
Present work (GOODS-S)
Present work (GOODS-S)

z
0
0
0.015
0.092
0.297
0.425
0.875

Nc
0.022 ± 0.010
0.031 ± 0.004
0.021 ± 0.005
0.034 ± 0.005
0.028 ± 0.007
0.029 ± 0.013
0.041 ± 0.010

Table 7. Number of close companions of M,1 ≥ 1010 M galaxies as a
function of mass ratio μ.
Secondary sample
log(M,2 /M ) ≥ 9.7
log(M,2 /M ) ≥ 9.5
log(M,2 /M ) ≥ 9.4
log(M,2 /M ) ≥ 9.3
log(M,2 /M ) ≥ 9.1
log(M,2 /M ) ≥ 9

μ
1/2
1/3
1/4
1/5
1/8
1/10

z = 0.425
0.018 ± 0.011
0.028 ± 0.014
0.031 ± 0.015
0.032 ± 0.015
0.038 ± 0.016
0.038 ± 0.016

z = 0.875
0.029 ± 0.009
0.039 ± 0.011
0.046 ± 0.011
0.060 ± 0.013
0.075 ± 0.014
0.079 ± 0.014

zr,1 = [0.2, 0.65) and zr,2 = [0.65, 1.1). In the following we denote the galaxy mass ratio as
μ≡

M,2
,
M,1

(25)

where M,1 and M,2 are the stellar mass of the primary and the
secondary galaxies in the pair, respectively. To explore the dependence of Nc on μ, we vary the mass ratio under study from
μ ≥ 1/2 to μ ≥ 1/10. We take major companions, denoted NcM ,
as those with μ ≥ 1/3, while minor companions, denoted Ncm ,
have μ ≥ 1/10. With these definitions, major companions are
sel
sel
= μ × M,1
included in Ncm . For completeness, we take M,2
hereafter, unless noted otherwise. All the mass-selected samples
in this section have fspec ≥ 0.4 (see Sect. 4.1.1 for details), varying from fspec = 0.65 for M ≥ 1010 M galaxies to fspec = 0.41
for M ≥ 109 M galaxies.
We summarize our results in Table 7 and show them in Fig. 5.
We find that (i) the number of close companions decreases with
redshift for every μ. Combining all the μ values, this evolution
is described by Nc (z) ∝ (1 + z)2.1±0.5 well. This evolution agrees
with the finding by de Ravel et al. (2009) for the major merger
(μ ≥ 1/4) fraction of M ≥ 1010 M galaxies in VVDS-Deep
survey, m = 2.04. And (ii), the number of close companions
grows when μ decreases. Combining both redshift ranges, we
obtain Ncm = (1.7 ± 0.3) × NcM ; that is, the number of minor
companions is roughly twice the number of major companions.
Only a few works have studied minor mergers statistically.
Jogee et al. (2009) report the minor merger (μ  1/10) fraction in Galaxy Evolution from Morphology and SEDs (GEMS8 ,
Rix et al. 2004) for M  4 × 1010 M galaxies (Salpeter 1955
IMF), and estimate that minor mergers are three times major
(μ  1/4) mergers. Lotz et al. (2008a) use G−M20 morphological
indices to determine the minor merger (μ  1/9, Lotz et al. 2009)
fraction in All-Wavelength Extended Groth Strip International
Survey (AEGIS9 , Davis et al. 2007). Their values are in good
agreement with the Jogee et al. (2009) results, but they do
not estimate the major merger fraction. In the local Universe,
8
9

http://www.mpia.de/GEMS/gems.htm
http://aegis.ucolick.org/
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Fig. 5. Number of companions vs. mass ratio μ for primary galaxies
with M ≥ 1010 M . Open circles are for z = 0.875 galaxies, and grey
squares for z = 0.425 galaxies. The solid lines are the best fit of a powerlaw function, Nc ∝ μs , to the data. The black dashed line is the best fit
of a power-law function with a fixed exponent s = −0.6 to the z = 0.425
data (see text for details).

Darg et al. (2010) estimate that minor mergers are twice major mergers in Galaxy Zoo10 (Lintott et al. 2008); the latter is
based on the visual classification of SDSS galaxies by internet users. Finally, Woods & Geller (2007) study the diﬀerent
properties of major (Δmz < 2) and minor (Δmz > 2) close
pairs in SDSS, which corresponds to μ ∼ 1/7. Unfortunately,
they do not attempt to derive merger fractions, but the influence of close companions on galaxy properties (see also Ellison
et al. 2008). Summarizing, literature values are consistent with
Ncm = 2 − 3 × NcM . The diﬀerent methodologies (close pair vs.
morphology) and sample selections make quantitative comparisons diﬃcult (see also Sect. 6.1), but the qualitative agreement
is remarkable.
The observed dependence of Nc on μ is parametrized well
as Nc (μ) ∝ μ s , as predicted by the simulations of Maller et al.
(2006). Fitting a power-law function to the data we obtain s =
−0.6 ± 0.2 at z = 0.875, and s = −0.4 ± 0.2 at z = 0.475.
However, the observed evolution in s is not significant: if we impose s = −0.6 in the range zr,1 , the observational values are also
described well within the uncertainties. The highest diﬀerence
between the model with fixed s = −0.6 and the observations
occurs at μ ≥ 1/10, i.e., for minor companions. This suggests
that log(M /M ) ≥ 10 galaxies have accreted satellite galaxies between z ∼ 0.9 and z ∼ 0.5. Since most of these low-mass
satellites are expected to be gas-rich, this accretion could explain
the residual star formation observed in early-types galaxies at
z ∼ 0.6 (Kaviraj et al. 2010). Studies with larger samples are
needed to constraint the diﬀerential evolution with redshift, if
any, of the number of major and minor companions.

5. Major merger rate: close pairs vs. morphological
criteria
The local study (z ∼ 0.09) of De Propris et al. (2007) shows that
merger fractions by close pairs and by morphological criteria
(i.e., taking highly distorted galaxies as major merger remnants)
give similar merger rates when samples are compared carefully.
However, in the range 0.2 < z < 1.2 both methods yield different merger rates, some times by an order of magnitude (e.g.,
10
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Lin et al. 2004). In this section we compare the major merger rate
pair
inferred by our close pair study, M , with that from LópezSanjuan et al. (2009b, L09 hereafter) by morphological critemph
ria, M . In L09 gas-rich major merger remnants are selected
as those galaxies with high values of the asymmetry index (A,
Abraham et al. 1996; Conselice 2003). L09 determine the morphological merger fraction of log(M /M ) ≥ 10 galaxies in the
same GOODS-S catalogue that we use in the present paper, and
lead with three important sources of systematics: (i) they avoid
morphological K-corrections by measuring the asymmetries in
the rest-frame B-band; (ii) the deal with the loss of information
with redshift (i.e., spatial resolution descent and cosmological
dimming) by artificially redshifting all the galaxies to a unique
and representative redshift, zd = 1; and (iii) they take the effect of observational errors in z and A into account by maximum
likelihood techniques developed in López-Sanjuan et al. (2008).
mph
To obtain M from the merger fraction, they assume PérezGonzález et al. (2008) mass functions, as in the present paper,
and a typical timescale of T A ∼ 0.5 Gyr (Conselice 2006, 2009;
Lotz et al. 2008b, 2009).
Following Lin et al. (2004), we define the major merger rate
by close pairs as
pair

M (z, M ) =

14
−1
Cm ρ(z, M ) NcM (z, M ) T pair
,
23

(26)

where the factor 1/2 is for obtaining the number of merger systems from the number of close companions, the factor 4/3 takes
the lost companions in the inner 6 h−1 kpc into account (Bell
et al. 2006), Cm accounts for the fraction of the observed systems
that really merge in T pair , and ρ(z, M ) is the comoving number
density of galaxies more massive than M at redshift z. We take
Cm = 0.6 ± 0.1 (Patton et al. 2000; Bell et al. 2006; Lin et al.
2008; de Ravel et al. 2009), T pair = 0.75 ± 0.25 Gyr (Kitzbichler
& White 2008; de Ravel et al. 2009), and determine ρ(z, M )
with the mass functions from Pérez-González et al. (2008).
mph
Although L09 determine M for M ≥ 1010 M galaxies, we cannot compare their merger rate with that from
NcM (z, 1010 M ) because of the progenitor bias (Bell et al. 2006;
Lotz et al. 2008a). In morphological studies we are sensitive to
the high distorted remnant phase of a major merger (μ  1/3,
Conselice 2006; Lotz et al. 2009), while in pair studies we see
the pre-merger stage; that is, the mass of the future remnant is
the sum of the two galaxies’ masses in the pair. This also was
noted by Genel et al. (2009), who compare the merger rate per
progenitor (i.e., close pairs) and descendant (i.e., morphological
criteria) dark matter halo in the Millennium Simulation (Springel
et al. 2005). They find that these two merger rates are diﬀerent
quantities, so close pairs and morphological studies do not measure the same merger rate. We therefore compare the morphological merger rate of M ≥ 1010 M galaxies with that from
sel
sel
/M ) = 9.7, log(M,2
/M ) = 9.4,
NcM obtained with log(M,1
and μ ≥ 1/3. With this definition, the merger of two galaxies
with limiting masses is log(M /M ) ∼ 9.9, a mass that could
increase owing to the induced star formation in gas-rich mergers (e.g., Lin et al. 2007; Li et al. 2008; Knapen & James 2009;
Robaina et al. 2009). Finally, we apply a T pair = 0.75 Gyr delay to the close pairs data points to mimic the redshifts at which
the highly distorted remnants of these close pairs systems could
be observed. The higher redshift point at z = 0.875 becomes
z = 0.725, while the point at z = 0.4 becomes z = 0.335. In summary, both morphological and close pair studies now provide the
rate of major merger remnants with M ≥ 1010 M (i.e., per descendant galaxy), and we can compare each of them.
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Table 8. Major merger rate of M  1010 M galaxies in GOODS-S.
Redshift
0.335
0.4
0.725
0.725
0.975

Fig. 6. Major merger rate vs. redshift for M  1010 M remnant galaxies. White squares are from the present work by pair statistics, grey
circles are from L09 by morphological criteria, and the black square is
from Domingue et al. (2009) by pair statistics. The black solid line is
the best power-law fit to the z > 0.2 data and refers mainly to gas-rich
major mergers (see text for details).
pair

We summarize the final values of M from this work and
mph
those of M from L09 in Table 8, and show them in Fig. 6. We
see that both methodologies provide similar merger rates within
the error bars in the range under study, as expected if we are observing two diﬀerent phases of the same physical process in the
same field (i.e., we minimize the field-to-field variance between
both measurements). This reconciles the morphological merger
rates with those from pair statistics and lends credibility to the
asymmetry index A as a major merger indicator.
We parametrize the merger rate evolution with a power-law
function,
M = M (0)(1 + z)n .

(27)

The fit to all the data in Table 8 yields
M = (0.42 ± 0.07)(1 + z)2.8±0.3 × 10−4 Mpc−3 Gyr−1 .

(28)

These parameters are substantially diﬀerent from those in L09,
who find M (0) = (0.29 ± 0.06) × 10−4 Mpc−3 Gyr−1 and n =
3.5 ± 0.4 from morphological data alone.
In the previous discussion we do not consider that the close
pair methodology is sensitive to gas-rich (wet + mixed) and
spheroidal-spheroidal (dry) mergers, while the morphological
merger rate only refers to gas-rich major mergers (Conselice
2006; Lotz et al. 2009; López-sanjuan et al., in prep.). However,
at z  0.3 the fraction of dry mergers with respect to the total is ∼10% (Lin et al. 2008, see also de Ravel et al. 2009),
increasing their importance at z < 0.2 and being ∼25% of the
pair
total at z ∼ 0.1 (Lin et al. 2008). This implies that M must
mph
be similar to M in the range under study, but higher at low
redshifts, when dry mergers become more important. We can
compare the gas-rich merger rate at z = 0.04 from the previous fit, M (0.04) = 0.52 × 10−4 Mpc−3 Gyr−1 , with the total major merger rate inferred from the number of companions
(Nc = 0.011 ± 0.003) observed by Domingue et al. (2009) at
that redshift and stellar mass, M = (0.8 ± 0.4) × 10−4 Mpc−3
Gyr−1 (black square in Fig. 6). The latter is higher than the former and suggests that ∼35% of the mergers at z = 0.04 are dry,
in agreement with the expected tendency (see Wen et al. 2009
for an estimation of the dry merger rate of luminous early-type
galaxies at z ∼ 0.1).

mph
M
(10−4 Mpc−3 Gyr−1 )
...
0.9+2.6
−0.7
...
2.2+1.5
−0.9
2.9+1.6
−1.0

pair
M
(10−4 Mpc−3 Gyr−1 )
1.1 ± 0.7
...
1.6 ± 0.7
...
...

6. The role of mergers in the evolution
of intermediate-mass early types
In a previous work, López-Sanjuan et al. (2010) have studied
the number density evolution of early-type (ET, E/S0/Sa) galaxies of log(M /M ) ≥ 10 at z ≤ 1, finding that these galaxies increase their comoving number density (ρET ) by a factor
of 5 from z = 1 to the present. Comparing the evolution of
the early-type population between zsup and zinf < zsup , named
ρnew
ET (zinf , zsup ) = ρET (zinf ) − ρET (zsup ), against the gas-rich major merger rate in the same redshift range, we can define fET,M ,
the fraction of new early types that appear between zsup and zinf
because of gas-rich major mergers:
fET,M (zinf , zsup ) =

ρM
rem (zinf , zsup )
,
ρET (zinf ) − ρET (zsup )

(29)

where ρM
rem (zinf , zsup ) is the number density of gas-rich major
merger remnants,
 zsup
dz
ρM
,
(30)
(z
,
z
)
=
M (0)(1 + z)n−1
inf
sup
rem
H0 E(z)
zinf

where E(z) = ΩΛ + Ω M (1 + z)3 in a flat universe, and M (0)
and n are the merger rate parameters in Eq. (27). We assume that
gas-rich merger remnants are early-type galaxies (Naab et al.
2006a; Rothberg & Joseph 2006a,b; Hopkins et al. 2008, 2009b).
Using the L09 gas-rich major merger rate, López-Sanjuan
et al. (2010) infer that fET,M(0, 1) = 17+10
−7 % for early-type
galaxies of log(M /M ) ≥ 10. As we have shown in Sect. 5,
when we join the major merger rate by close pairs statistics
from this work with the one in L09, derived from morphological
criteria, the merger rate parameters change substantially from
those derived by L09 using morphological information alone.
However, the number density of major merger remnants remains
similar in the two determinations, varying from ρM
rem (0, 1) =
−4
Mpc−3 with L09 parameters to ρM
(8.5+3.8
rem (0, 1) =
−2.8 ) × 10
−4
(9.1+2.9
Mpc−3 with the parameters from the present
−2.4 ) × 10
paper (Eq. (28)), which implies fET,M (0, 1) = 18+11
−7 %. Both
morphologies (López-Sanjuan et al. 2010) and close pairs (this
work) therefore agree in yielding consistently low values for the
fraction of early types that appear between redshifts 1 and 0 due
to major mergers.
6.1. Estimating the minor merger rate

Since gas-rich major mergers cannot explain the rise in M ≥
1010 M early-type galaxies since z ∼ 1, López-Sanjuan et al.
(2010) suggest minor mergers and secular processes (e.g., bars,
disc instabilities, gas exhaustion, or morphological quenching)
as the main path in that evolution (see also Bundy et al. 2010;
Oesch et al. 2010). In Sect. 4.2 we find that the number of minor
companions (Ncm ) is roughly twice the number of major companions (NcM ). This implies that Nc (1/10 ≤ μ < 1/3) = Ncm − NcM ∼
NcM , so we can estimate the minor merger rate (mm ), defined
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as the merger rate of galaxies with 1/10 ≤ μ < 1/3. We denote
m = M +mm = R×M as the total (major + minor) merger
rate.
We apply Eq. (26) to obtain mm . We assume that parameters for minor companions are similar to those for major companions, except for the merger time scale T pair . From N-body
mm
∼
hydrodynamical simulations, Lotz et al. (2009) find T pair
M
−1
−1
1.5 × T pair for 5 h kpc <rp < 20 h kpc close pairs. With
the previous assumptions we infer that mm ∼ 0.7 × M , and
m ∼ 1.7 × M . The latest cosmological models (e.g., Stewart
et al. 2009a; González-García et al. 2009; Hopkins et al. 2010)
predict R ∼ 2, similar to our estimation R ∼ 1.7. However, simulations refer to minor mergers selected by baryonic (gas + stellar) mass, while our estimation is from minor mergers selected
by stellar mass. Although baryonic masses are more uncertain
than stellar ones, it is interesting to compare the baryonic and the
stellar merger rates, which could be quite diﬀerent (Stewart et al.
2009b). Moreover, the baryonic merger rate can be compared
to the fraction of galaxies with distorted kinematics at z ∼ 0.6
(Neichel et al. 2008), which are described well by merger simulations (μbaryonic  1/5, Hammer et al. 2009).
6.2. Mergers vs. secular processes in the evolution
of early-type galaxies

Following the Sect. 6 steps with the combined major and minor merger rates estimated in the previous section, we infer that
∼30%, and up to ∼50%, of the early-type (E/S0/Sa) galaxies of
M ≥ 1010 M that appear since z ∼ 1 may have undergone a
major or minor merger event. This is an upper limit because a
single minor merger does not transform a late-type galaxy into
an early type (Hopkins et al. 2009b), but increases the Sérsic
index of the galaxy (Eliche-Moral et al. 2006; Bournaud et al.
2007). This result suggests that the other ∼50% of the new early
types appear due to secular processes (see also Bundy et al.
2010).
That a large fraction of S0-Sb discs host pseudo-bulges
(Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004) also points to secular processes
for the growth of the red sequence at z < 1. And the strong similarity of disc and nuclear colours in disc galaxies up to z ∼ 0.8
(Domínguez-Palmero & Balcells 2008) likewise argues for a
fading process that does not destroy the disc. The process leading
to such an evolution may be suggested by the mentioned colour
similarity of (the inner parts of the) disc and nucleus/bulge. Both
star formation and the subsequent fading must be to some degree
coordinated throughout the galaxy, so the quenching of star formation may simply be due to gas exhaustion (Zheng et al. 2007;
Bauermeister et al. 2009). Interestingly, the star formation in the
galaxy, leading to the growth of the central bulge component,
may lead to this fading as the growth of the central potential stabilizes the gas component preventing disc fragmentation (morphological quenching, Martig et al. 2009). Disc fragmentation
contributes both to star formation and to the growth of the central bulge, as shown by the evolution of chain and tadpole galaxies (Elmegreen et al. 2008; Ceverino et al. 2010; Bournaud et al.
2009).
These results refer to intermediate-mass galaxies (M ∼
4 × 1010 M ) at z  1, but the picture is diﬀerent at higher
stellar masses. On the one hand, M  1011 M galaxies have
higher pair fractions than less massive ones (de Ravel et al.
2009; Bundy et al. 2009), and red pairs are more common at
these masses (Bundy et al. 2009). This suggests that dry mergers are an important process in the evolution of massive galaxies
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since z ∼ 1 (e.g., Bell et al. 2004; Lin et al. 2008; Ilbert et al.
2010). On the other hand, the size (Trujillo et al. 2007; Buitrago
et al. 2008; van der Wel et al. 2008; van Dokkum et al. 2010)
and velocity dispersion evolution (Cenarro & Trujillo 2009) of
M  1011 M early-type galaxies since z ∼ 2 also supports the
importance of mergers, especially the impact of minor mergers
on the evolution of these systems (Bezanson et al. 2009; Naab
et al. 2009; Hopkins et al. 2009a). In addition, residual star formation in early-type (E/S0) galaxies at z  0.7 can also be explained by minor merging (Kaviraj et al. 2009, 2010). This problem has also been analysed by Eliche-Moral et al. (2010a), who
have modelled the evolution of luminosity function backwards
in time for M  1011 M galaxies, selected according to their
colours (red/blue/total) and their morphologies. They find that
the observed luminosity function evolution can be explained naturally by the observed gas-rich and dry major merger rates and
that 50–60% of today’s E/S0 in this mass range were formed
by major mergers at 0.8 < z < 1, with a small number evolution since z = 0.8 (see also Cristóbal-Hornillos et al. 2009;
van der Wel et al. 2009; Ilbert et al. 2010; Eliche-Moral et al.
2010b). The gas-rich major merger fractions assumed by ElicheMoral et al. (2010a) are those from L09 for B-band selected
galaxies (MB ≤ −20), which were obtained in a similar way than
the morphological merger fractions used through present paper.
This makes M∗ ∼ 1011 M (Pérez-González et al. 2008) a
transition mass at z  1: at higher masses mergers are an important process in the evolution of early-type galaxies, while other
mechanisms dominate the observed evolution at lower masses.

7. Conclusions
In this paper we have developed a new method, which is based
on the one used widely over spectroscopic surveys, to determine
the mean number of companions per galaxy (Nc ) over current
spectro-photometric surveys. We tested our method in a local,
volume-limited sample from MGC spectroscopic catalogue. We
find that the method provides reliable Nc values when either
photometric redshift errors are smaller than σmax
zphot or the specmin
troscopic completeness of the sample is higher than fspec
, with
these limits depending on the sample under study. For typical
min
SDSS samples with σzphot = 0.02, we find fspec
∼ 0.2, while we
min
find fspec
∼ 0.4 for our GOODS-S catalogue.
We studied the number of companions in B-band luminosityselected samples, finding that:
– Nc depends on search radius as expected from correlation
function, Nc ∝ rp1.3 , and their values are similar to those expected from a spectroscopic sample.
– The values of Nc for diﬀerent luminosity selections are in excellent agreement with those in the literature when the same
selection criteria and pair definition are applied. We find that
the number of companions decreases when luminosity increase and that the Nc of MB ≤ −20 galaxies evolves faster
(m = 2.5) than for MB ≤ −19 galaxies (m = 1.6). In addition,
this evolution becomes slower, m = 0.7, when luminosity
evolution is taken into account.
We applied our new methodology to estimate the relation between the close major companions (NcM , mass ratio μ ≥ 1/3)
and the close minor companions (Ncm , mass ratio μ ≥ 1/10) of
M ≥ 1010 M galaxies. We find that Ncm is roughly two times
NcM . Studies in more extended fields are needed to better understand the minor-to-major ratio and their possible evolution with
redshift.
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Finally, we compared the merger rates derived by close pairs
with those by morphological criteria for M ≥ 1010 M galaxies, finding that both are similar when the progenitor bias is taken
into account. We estimate that the total (major + minor) merger
rate is ∼1.7 times the major merger rate. After comparing the
merger rate with the observed structural evolution of GOODS-S
galaxies, we infer that up to ∼50% of the new early-type galaxies appeared since z ∼ 1 could have undergone a merger event
(major or minor), and we refer to star formation fading in the
disc of spiral galaxies to explain the other ∼50%.
Our new methodology can be applied to extensive spectrophotometric surveys such as AEGIS, COSMOS, or VVDS,
which have an order of magnitude more galaxies than the present
catalogue. This will allow better determination of the number of
major and minor companions and their dependence on redshift
and other galactic properties, such as luminosity, mass, colour,
or environment.
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